
A few words about 24 h LeMansGeschrieben von danthrax - 14.06.2020 23:10_____________________________________Congratulations for the event to all the people involved creating it and thank you for let me share this weekend with you.As a noob in this forum this event has been amazing to me, at the beguining I thought only to drive a race and try to finish it, but a technical problem in the first race (sorry Shadow Desperado!!) I came back a little bit angry for the accident ruining some mates race, but I also thought that slower drivers makes the races exciting too!!:whistle: But the thing is that I really enjoyed like never, when I felt to drive freely I started to improve my times driving in the dark...epic!!Seeing how the night came to LeMans in real time was simply outstanding, had a few battles with other pilots (that I lost because IÂ´m not good in the face to face fight...), but I could finish the races driving lap by lap in deeply night like never in my life So all this shitty explanation is to say again thank you, I could not drive more races because like I said to Mazzel in his yt channel (and trying to cheer him up!), is a very very bad idea try to race 24 hours (I only drive 10 hours!) in a wood kitchen hard as a rock chair!! Please follow my advice donÂ´t do it!! I have my ass like a piece of wood!!:S And all my appreciation to the drivers that made the 24 hours completely and all the participants(thanks JB to get me into this madness!) the next event I hope to be in that list because the experience deserves it.Well...tomorrow we return to the real world...this Monday the reality cannot surpass the fiction!!Cheers!!Dani============================================================================Aw: A few words about 24 h LeMansGeschrieben von Shadow Desperado - 15.06.2020 18:14_____________________________________danthrax schrieb:Cheers!!DaniNo Problem! Things happen so fast at 200km/h, so we cannot avoid any of these incidents. :unsure: Was already forgotten an hour later ;) and next time I try to react like a Jedi...:lol: On Saturday GT Masters in Most, if you're interested.Practice-Server is set, so give it a try with the GT3 cars. And it's only about one hour to race.Have fun!Greetings Shadow============================================================================Re:A few words about 24 h LeMansGeschrieben von danthrax - 15.06.2020 18:49_____________________________________Thanks Danny, IÂ´ll try to participate more frequently in the events but only if I have time to learn the circuits properly to enjoy the driving without being a lost fish in a sea of sharks!!So I think is important have a good knowing of each track to enjoy the race and having clean battles with drivers in the same level of times.Since I saw the big Mazzel in his yt channel driving lap by lap 24 hours (...was mesmerizing!!) One hour race is nothing!!!============================================================================
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